I. INTRODUCTION Several years ago our group initiated' a project of constructing theoretical foundations for experimental tests of gravitation theories. The results of that project to date (largely due to Will and ¹) Thorne, and Wheeler (MTW) . "
The concepts introduced in this section apply to any "spacetime theory" (see below for definition). In Secs. III and IV we shall specialize to "gravitation theories, " which are a particular type of spacetime theory. To make our concepts clear, we shall illustrate them using four particular gravitation theories: the Newton-Cartan theory (Table I) , general relativity (Table II) , Ni's theory (Table III) , " and the Belinfante-Swihart theory (Table IV) The Lagrangian density 2 of a Lagrangian-based representation (which appears in the action principle in the form 5JZd'x =0) can be split up into two parts: Z =KG+X"G. The gravitational part ZG is the largest part that contains only gravitational fields. The nongravitational part gNG is the rest.
U. UNIUERSAL COUPLING
We turn attention, now, from our glossary of concepts to some applications. We begin in this section by analyzing the overlap between metric theories and relativistic, Lagrangian-based theories.
As motivation for the analysis, consider any relativistic representation of a relativistic theory of gravity. In the absence of gravity that representation reduces to special relativity -so, in particular, it possesses a flat Minkowski metric By continuity one expects the representation to possess, in the presence of gravity, at least one second-rank, symmetric tensor gravitational field g 8 that reduces to q 8 as gravity is turned off. Indeed, this is the case for all relativistic theories with which we are familiar. (Example- is an arbitrary function with f(0) = 0, etc.) [Example -Belinfante-Swihart theory: q 6, g 8+h 8, rl s(1+3k""} -17h "h all reduce to ti"s when gravity is turned off.
Next consider any Lagrangian-based, relativistic theory. Being relativistic, it must possess a generally covariant, Lagrangian-based representation in which, as gravity is turned off, the nongravitational part of the Lagrangian Z"G approaches the total Lagrangian of special relativity. Adopt that representation.
Then, in the presence of gravity Z"G will presumably contain at least one second-rank, symmetric, tensor gravitational field g 8 that reduces to q 8 as gravity is turned off. Roughly speaking, if Z"G contains precisely (ii) Z"o contains precisely one gravitational field, and that field is a second-rank, symmetric tensor g & with signature +2 throughout spacetime. (iii) In the limit as gravity is turned off g s becomes a Riemann-flat secondrank, symmetric tensor field q &, ' and whenever $~8 is replaced by such an g &, J"G becomes the total Lagrangian of special relativity. (iv} The prediction for the result of any local, nongravitational experiment anywhere in the universe is unchanged when, throughout the laboratory, one replaces $"8 by a Riemann-Qat second-rank, symmetric tensor.
The following theorem reveals the key role of universal coupling as a link between Lagrangianbased theories and metric theories: Conside~all 
